With Instrument Manager™, your lab is IMpowered™ to meet demands now and in the future.

The workload of the clinical lab has doubled, sometimes tripled, in just a matter of a few years. Data Innovations has solutions for improving efficiency and accuracy in every area, including the creation of a reliable storage and retrieval system, which, in this time sensitive era is more important than ever before. No matter how complicated the footprint of your lab, we have ways to improve workflow efficiency and help you find stored samples with speed and accuracy.

“...increased demands is to work smarter with Instrument Manager’s Specimen Storage and Retrieval. Now we can focus on world-class diagnostics services rather than hunting for specimens.”

Frank Polito
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center

Let us IMpower™ your lab to be:

- Vendor Independent
- Work Area Independent
- Sample type independent

Other features of our Storage & Retrieval Solution include:

- Single, networkable sample storage and retrieval solution for your entire enterprise
- Storage, organization and retrieval of any sample type
- Notification to a technician of pending tests before storing a sample
- Search by Patient ID, Sample ID, or patient name with wildcard searches
- Distinguishing of different sample types in non-unique sample ID environment

Time is of the essence in the clinical laboratory; don’t waste it. For years to come, you’ll be finding specimens in seconds with a system that paid for itself in weeks.

For more information, call our solution specialists at 802.264.3470 or visit our website: www.datainnovations.com.